
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a sheet metal. If you are looking
for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for sheet metal

Set up and operate all cutting, fabricating, and forming machines, and tools,
such as shears, brakes, bending rods, punch and drill presses, grinders,
buffers, files and all other tools required
Provides technical assistance to other technicians, as needed, and integrates
support of other technicians into effective project support
Maintain certifications, licenses, permits, , required for performance of
assigned tasks
Attend and participate in a variety of meetings and task force groups to
integrate activities, communicate issues, obtain approvals, resolve problem
and maintain specific level of knowledge pertaining to new developments,
requirements and policies
Perform or assist with any departmental operations, under direction, to
maintain work flow
Maintain security clearance, area permit(s), licenses, certifications, required
for performance of assigned tasks
Measure, mark dimensions and lay out material to be installed using tools
such as scribes, rulers, calculators and squares
Fasten joints and seams in sheet metal with solder, welds, caulk, bolts and
metal driver clips, ensuring work is done carefully and bonds will last
Install assemblies, including pipes, HVAC ducts, flashings, rain gutters and
furnace casings in supportive frameworks
Ensure that efficiency is maximized while fabricating and installing HVAC
systems

Example of Sheet Metal Job Description
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Construct, fabricate, alter, and repair architectural sheet metal components
(wall panels, roof panels, claddings, gutters)
Accurately form and shape materials to prescribed measurements
Must be able to weld and soder the metal into position
Cut Sheet Metal by hand or by using proper shears
Preference will be given to Citizens and/or Residents of the Republic of
Trinidad and Tobago
5 O’ Levels inclusive of Mathematics and English Language


